#353 Multiple choice: Another word surveyors use to describe a central angle is:

a. gamma  
b. delta  
c. epsilon
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#218 True or false? Since Federal law recognized Indian tribes as sovereign government entities, such tribes may impose taxes, judgments, and liens on property located within their reservations as well as establish zoning or other land-use controls.
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#235 Multiple choice – A person claiming to be a bona fide purchaser is charged with the duty to:

a. ascertain rights disclosed by the public records  
b. inspect the property  
c. inquire as to rights of any party in possession  
d. all of the above
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#247 Multiple choice – Where legal title ownership touches water, boundary lines do not run to:

a. the low water mark  
b. the high water mark  
c. the centerline of the water  
d. the median tidal point
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#317 True or false? Co-insurance exists when two or more insurance companies insure the same amount of risk on different but adjacent properties.
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#391 True or false? Liens can arise out of judgments for debts or for improvements that have been done on or to the land provided they were rightly and properly authorized but not paid.
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